The Chinese negation marker bu 'not' is analyzed as a clitic-like element in the literature (Huang 1988; Ernst 1995; etc.) (Pan 1993; Lin 1999) , we can explain facts (i) and (ii) better than Huang (1988) and Ernst (1995).
meiyou 'not-have' being the inflected form of mei ( Wang 1965; Mangione and Li 1993; Ernst 1995; etc.) . Concerning the negation marker bu, attention has been paid to the following two facts: its incompatibility with (i) perfective -le and (ii) manner phrases in the V-de construction, and they are accounted for by assuming that bu is a clitic-like element (Huang 1988; Ernst 1995; etc.) . However, closer examination reveals that both the perfective marker -le and manner phrases can co-occur with bu especially when there is a focus in the relevant sentences, which suggests that focus plays a role in the interpretation of Chinese negative sentences, a fact not recognized in Huang (1988) or Ernst (1995) . This paper focuses on the negation marker bu and proposes an alternative analysis to adequately account for the above-mentioned two facts. We argue that bu is not a clitic-like element and claim that bu is a focus-sensitive operator, and that it introduces a tripartite structure if there is a focus to its right; otherwise it negates the adjacent word.1 This paper is organized as follows: in section 2, we argue that bu is not a clitic-like element, and in section 3, we propose an alternative analysis that rests on bu's sensitivity to focus. We will show that bu is a focus-sensitive operator and an unselective binder, but perfective -le is a selective binder of event or situation variables. After introducing the selectional restriction of manner phrases, we propose an interpretation condition (IC ) to regulate the interpretation of bu. In section 4, we will show that, with an appropriate focus, bu not only can co-occur with manner phrases and perfective -le but also can directly negate verbs, a fact posing direct challenge to Huang's and Ernst's clitic analyses of bu. We will also show that our analysis can explain the relevant semantic incompatibility better than Huang (1988) and Ernst (1995) by appealing to scope interaction, the prohibition against vacuous binding (cf. Partee 1988; Kratzer 1991; de Swart 1993) , and the selectional restriction of manner phrases. Before concluding the paper in section 6, we will briefly discuss the binding of focused elements to the left of bu in section 5 and will show that it does not cause any problem to our analysis.
The negation marker bu is not a clitic-like element
Huang (1988) points out the following two facts about the negation marker bu 'not' in Mandarin Chinese, as given in (1), and the relevant examples are given in (2) and (3).
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(1) i. Bu is not compatible with perfective -le; and ii. Bu is not compatible with manner phrases. (2) a. Wo chi-le mugua.
I eat-LE papaya 'I ate papaya.' b. Wo bu chi mugua.
I not eat papaya 'I do not eat papaya.' c. *Wo bu-chi -le mugua.
I not-eat-LE papaya (3) a. Ta pao de bu kuai.
he run DE not fast 'He doesn't run fast.' b. *Ta bu pao de kuai.
he not run DE fast Different analyses have been proposed to explain the above two facts. Huang (1988) and Ernst (1995) are the two most prominent among them. Both Huang and Ernst assume that bu is a clitic-like element, though they employ different mechanisms to account for the two facts.
Huang uses his principle P, given below, to explain facts (i) and (ii).
I. Principle P:
The negative morpheme bu forms an immediate construction with the first V0 element following it (Huang 1988) .
According to Huang, bu first cliticizes to the verb chi 'eat' in (2c), forming the structure [bu-chi ] ' [not-eat] '. Since [bu-chi ] ' [not-eat] ' indicates a ''nonevent,'' which is something that has not happened yet, it is semantically anomalous to assign perfective -le to such a nonevent. Hence, (2c) is ruled out. Similarly, cliticization of bu to its adjacent verb pao 'run' in (3b) results in the structure [bu-pao] ' [not-run] ' and thus would again lead to a nonevent. Since the event pao 'run' has not happened yet, it is semantically absurd to describe its manner. Huang (1988) claims that there exist two types of case where bu can co-occur with perfective marker -le and manner phrases. The first case is where there is a modal or an auxiliary in between the negator and the verb, as exemplified in the following sentences: Bu, being a clitic, cliticizes to its adjacent element. As there is a copula shi 'be' in between bu and the verb in (4), instead of cliticizing to the main verb, bu would cliticize to this adjacent copula. Since shi 'be' produces an English-like ''do-support'' effect by preventing bu from cliticizing to the main verb, cases where cliticization would lead to absurdity are avoided. Modals like neng 'can' and hui 'will' have the same function as shi 'be', as exemplified in (5) and (7), respectively. Hence, no semantic anomaly will arise in these cases, either.
The second case is, although no auxiliaries/modals intervene between bu and the main verb, the co-occurrences of bu with manner phrases still result in well-formed sentences, as exemplified in (8) (cited from Huang 1988 
II. The abstract modal assumption (AMA):
There exists an empty modal with future/volition meaning in between the negator bu and the verb for grammatical negative sentences with manner phrases but without auxiliaries/modals.
The abstract modal element, on the one hand, gives bu the meaning won't and, on the other hand, prevents bu from forming an immediate constituent with the main verb pao 'run' in the antecedent clause of the conditional in (8), having the same function as the copula shi 'be' and other modals in sentences (4) though (7). Based on Huang's clitic approach, Ernst (1995) proposes the following two restrictions to account for facts (i) and (ii), which he claims can deal with the negative sentences in Chinese better than Huang (1988) .
III. Restriction 1 ( Ernst 1995):
Bu is proclitic on the following word; and Restriction 2: Bu requires aspectually unbounded situations.2
Ernst replaces Huang's principle P with his restriction 1 because there are sentences that do allow adverbials to appear in between bu and the verb, such as (9), which shows that bu does not necessarily cliticize to the first V0 element, as suggested by Huang's principle P.
(9) Wo bu mashang hui-da. I not immediately answer 'I do not answer immediately.' By assuming that the manner phrase is base-generated in between bu and the verb and later moved to its surface position after the verb, Ernst explains fact (ii) (cf. sentence [3b]) as follows: owing to the intervening XP trace left by the manner phrase, bu can cliticize onto neither the verb nor the trace. The reason is that the existence of the trace blocks bu from cliticizing onto the verb. Furthermore, bu cannot cliticize onto a nonlexical element, so it cannot cliticize to the adjacent element, the trace. Since bu has no host, which violates restriction 1, the relevant sentence (cf. sentence [3b] ) is ungrammatical. Notice that Ernst's restriction 1 implies that bu can never co-occur with a manner phrase.
Restriction 2 (the unboundedness constraint) is used to explain fact (i) (cf. sentence [2c]). Since bu requires an aspectually unbounded situation, but perfective -le in (2c) has made the situation bounded (cf. Li and Thompson 1981) , this crash in boundedness violates the unboundedness constraint (restriction 2) and would lead to ill-formedness. Hence, sentence (2c) is ungrammatical.
From the discussion above, we can see that both Huang (1988) and Ernst (1995) employ the clitic approach to explain facts (i) and (ii). Their clitic approach can be summarized as follows: bu, being a clitic, must cliticize to its adjacent element. Grammatical cases are due to the existence of an intervening element in between bu and the main verb. Such intervening elements can be a(n) modal/auxiliary, an adjunct, or, according to Huang, an abstract modal. Ungrammatical cases are due to the fact that this adjacent element happens to be the main verb, resulting in a ''nonevent,'' according to Huang. However, we would like to argue against this clitic approach to bu, that is, that bu is not a clitic-like element. There are several pieces of evidence supporting our position.
First, the nonevent explanation of Huang is not adequate. Huang's ''nonevent'' account relies heavily on whether the relevant event exists or not. In order to have further modification on such an event, Huang assumes that the event (the modifiee) must exist or be already realized. However, we consider that such an assumption is too strong, as sentences like ta pao de kuai, wo zhidao 'he run DE fast, I know' need not have a presupposition that the ''running'' event (the modifiee) is realized and can simply express that he has the ability to run fast, the ability reading, in addition to the descriptive reading that describes a real event. Since the sentence in question need not describe a real event and the co-occurrence of bu with the manner phrase kuai 'fast' still renders an ill-formed sentence *ta bu pao de kuai, wo zhidao 'he not run DE fast, I know', we have to conclude that whether bu can co-occur with the manner phrase is not a matter of event or nonevent. Even if we admit that Huang's nonevent account can cover sentences that do describe an event, it still fails to account for the fact that bu cannot occur in the V-de construction with the ability reading.
Second, bu can be interpreted with an element that is not adjacent to it, as exemplified in sentence (10) Examples like (10) show that, although bu negates the nonadjacent adjective kuai 'fast' (the focus), the relevant sentence is still well formed. They serve as strong evidence against the clitic approach mentioned above, which would wrongly predict (10) to be ungrammatical due to the cliticization of bu to its adjacent verb/word pao 'run'. The grammaticality of (10) reveals that bu need not necessarily combine with its adjacent verb/word. In fact, as we will illustrate in the later part of this paper, there are other grammatical sentences having the verb combined with other element(s) first, before combining with bu. Thus, the analysis of bu being a clitic-like element is difficult to maintain.
On the other hand, even though cliticization does apply, Huang's AMA is still problematic. The reason is that a clitic can only cliticize to a lexical element, not to an abstract nonlexical element. If there really exists an abstract modal intervening between bu and its adjacent verb, bu's cliticizing to such an abstract element will violate the principle of cliticization. This further suggests that bu is indeed not a clitic-like element.
Note that in (10), bu cannot negate the abstract modal since it negates the nonadjacent adjective kuai. Hence bu cannot cliticize onto the empty modal element in (10) after all. Therefore, we cannot attribute the grammaticality of (10) to the abstract modal, as assumed in Huang (1988) .
Examples like (10) suggest that focus plays a role in the interpretation of bu, to which we will turn in the next section.
Third, bu can actually co-occur with manner phrases (cf. sentence [10] ) and perfective -le, as shown in (11) and (12) Although Huang may appeal to his AMA to account for (11), the occurrence of bu in the antecedent clause of (11) does not give bu the meaning won't, since (11) is a counterfactual sentence. Since in sentences like (11) and (12), bu does not negate its adjacent element, the wellformedness of the relevant sentences reveals that bu does not always cliticize to its adjacent verb/word. Thus, the clitic approach to bu cannot be correct.
In fact, the co-occurrence of bu with manner phrases and perfective -le is not restricted to conditional sentences, as shown in sentences (13) (21) illustrate a set of sentences with bu co-occurring with either manner phrases or perfective maker -le. All sentences here are nonconditional. They show that the co-occurrence of bu with manner phrases and perfective -le can be well-formed and the relevant sentences need not be conditional. We will come across some of them again when dealing with the interaction of bu with modals and quantifiers in section 5.
Finally, a sentence can still be well-formed even when bu directly negates the verb (cf. sentence [22] ). Imagine (22) is uttered at the scene of a job interview.
he not say-DE very-fast he write-DE very-fast you yao-bu-yao ta? want-not-want him 'If he does not speak very fast but he writes very fast, do you want him?'
The central claim of the clitic approach is that bu must cliticize to its adjacent element, and both Huang and Ernst would predict (22) to be ill-formed. According to them, the clitic nature of bu would drive bu to cliticize to its adjacent element, which happens to be the verb shuo 'say'. This forms the structure [bu-shuo] '[not-say]', which suggests a ''nonevent,'' using Huang's terminology. Further modification of such a ''nonevent'' would thus lead to semantic anomaly. Note that one cannot appeal to AMA for (22), because bu directly negates the verb and thus cannot be attached to the empty modal. For Ernst (1995) , the trace left by the moved manner phrase always blocks bu from cliticizing onto any lexical element, and hence, manner phrases in the V-de construction can never co-occur with bu, a claim at odds with sentences like (22).
The well-formedness of (22) poses a direct challenge to both Huang (1988) and Ernst (1995) , as it clearly indicates that, although bu directly negates the verb shuo 'say', (22) is still well-formed. This suggests that cliticization is not the right factor to deal with the (un)grammaticality of bu sentences in Chinese.
From the above discussion, we can see that bu is indeed not a cliticlike element. Since both Huang's and Ernst's analyses crucially depend on the cliticization assumption, their analyses are not adequate to account for all the bu sentences in Chinese.
An alternative analysis
Having pointed out the weakness of the clitic approach advocated by Huang (1988) and Ernst (1995) , we now propose an alternative analysis that appeals to the scope interaction between the elements involved. We will show that bu is a focus-sensitive operator and an unselective binder (cf. section 3.1), but the perfective -le is a selective binder of event or situation variables (cf. section 3.2). After introducing the selectional restriction of the manner phrase (cf. section 3.3), we propose an interpretation condition (cf. section 3.4) to regulate the interpretation of bu.
Bu is a focus-sensitive operator and an unselective binder
In this section, we show that bu is not only a focus-sensitive operator, but also an unselective binder that can bind all the free variables in its domain. Throughout this paper, we will take only contrastive focus into account; it is represented in the form of stressed elements or contrasting items, as exemplified in (23) and (24), respectively.
Lisi not read books he write books 'Lisi does not read books, rather he writes them.'
Sentence (23) illustrates that the verb phrase kanshu 'read books' is the stressed element that contains the new information conveyed by the speaker. The focused VP denotes a set of properties P of the individual Lisi. (23) asserts that kanshu is not a member of the set P but presupposes that there exist some other properties contrasted with kanshu that are included in the set P. Sentence (24) reveals a sentence with contrasting elements, kan 'read' and xie 'write'. By contrasting these two elements, the focus or the emphasis of (24) naturally falls on the verb. Besides negating verb phrases and verbs, as shown in (23) and (24), respectively, bu can also negate adjectives (cf. sentences [11] and [12] ) and other lexical elements in a sentence. In fact bu can negate most lexical elements in a sentence, as exemplified in (25)7 Hence, examples listed above reveal that the meaning of the bu sentences varies with the location of focus, which supports the claim that the negator bu is a focus-sensitive operator (cf. Jackendoff 1972; Jacobs 1983; Rooth 1985; etc.) . Notice that (25d ), with its focus placed on the adverb bu, is a bit different from the rest of the sentences in (25). What is in contrast is the polarity of the sentence, that is, the two members of the presupposed set, +p (i.e. ta chi fan 'he eat rice') and −p (i.e. ta bu chi fan 'he not-eat rice').8 Besides being a focus-sensitive operator, the negator bu is also an unselective binder, which binds all free variables indiscriminately within its scope. This can be shown by the following sentences.
(26) #Xiaoli bu kan dianying, ta kan de dianying henchang.
Xiaoli not see movie he see DE movie very-long Bu e,x [ Kan (e) 9 dianying (x) 9 Subject (e, Xiaoli) 9 Object (e, x)] (27) #Xiaoli bu kan dianying, ta kan de henkuai.
Xiaoli not see movie he read DE very-fast Bu e [ Kan-dianying (e) 9 Subject (e, Xiaoli)] (28) #Xiaoli bu da yigeren, ta da de ren jiao Xiaowang. Xiaoli not beat one-CL-person he beat DE person name Xiaowang Bu e,x [Da (e) 9 ren (x) 9 Subject (e, Xiaoli) 9 Object (e, x)]
From the representations of the first clauses in the three sentences above, we can see that the negator bu can bind an individual variable x introduced by bare nouns dianying 'movie' in (26) and yigeren 'one-CLperson' in (28), respectively, and an event variable e introduced by kan dianying 'see movie' in (27). These sentences show that none of the object variable x in (26) and (28) and the event variable e in (27) is accessible to the anaphoric noun/verb phrases in the corresponding second clause. Hence, we can see that bu in these sentences prevents anything outside of its scope from accessing the variables inside its scope, and this helps us explain why the biclausal sentences in (26), (27), and (28) are not coherent, as marked by ''#.'' Since bu binds all free variables in its scope indiscriminately, we conclude that it is an unselective binder.
Perfective -le is a selective binder
Following Pan (1993) and Lin (1999) , we assume that perfective -le takes a clausal scope, and its variable binding relationship is subject to the following.
IV. The constraint on perfective -le (Pan 1993):
Perfective -le is a selective binder of an event or a situation variable.
Relevant examples are shown below (cited from Pan 1993).
(29) a. Xiaoli kan-le nabenshu. Xiaoli read-LE that-CL-book 'Xiaoli reads that book.' b. Xiaoli kan-le henduo shu.
Xiaoli read-LE many book 'Xiaoli reads many books.' c.
Ta bing-le santian. he sick-LE three-day 'He has been sick for three days.' (30) a. *Xiaoli xiang-le baba. Xiaoli resemble-LE father b. *Xiaoli xihuan-le shu.
Xiaoli like-LE book c. *Xiaoli xihuan-le yibenshu.
Xiaoli like-LE one-CL-book Partee 1988; Kratzer 1991; de Swart 1993) , as stated below.
V. Prohibition against vacuous binding (PVB):
An operator or a quantifier must bind a variable.
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The above examples give clear evidence that perfective -le is a selective binder requiring an event or a situation variable.9 The lack of such a variable will lead to violations of PVB, and thus, the relevant sentences are ill-formed. Davidson (1967) suggests that every verb of action contains an underlying spatiotemporal variable bound by an existential operator, giving all action predicates an additional event place. Hence, the verb ''kicked'' in ''John kicked Bill,'' which is normally considered as a two-place predicate, is now treated as a three-place predicate under Davidson's theory of underlying events. The three places of the predicate are the subject John, the object Bill, and the event kicking, and the sentence ''John kicked Bill'' is then represented as Ze (Kick (John, Bill, e) ). Adopting Davidson's assumption that every action predicate contains an event place, we take VP modifiers10 like quickly and kuai 'fast' in (3b) to contribute to the logical form, a predicate of an underlying event. Hence, sentence (31) is represented as (32) below, using Parsons's (1990) representation.
The selectional restriction of manner phrases
(31) x stabbed y violently with z. (32) Ze [Stabbing(e) 9 Subject(e, x) 9 Object(e, y) 9 Violent(e) 9 with(e, z)]
Within the theory of underlying events, the VP modifier violently is treated as a predicate of the ''stabbing'' event.11 Following this, we assume that manner phrases are predicates of underlying events. Moreover, as a secondary predicate in the V-de construction (cf. Huang 1988) , as exemplified in (3), a manner phrase imposes the following selectional restriction on its subject, which is supported by the following examples.
VI. The selectiona1 restriction of manner phrases (SRMP):
A manner phrase is only compatible with a subject of the event or the situation type, namely that the sentential subject must contain a free event or situation variable.
(33) a. The sentential subjects in (33) contain a stage-level predicate, bearing a free event or situation variable, whereas those in (34) contain an individual-level predicate, with no such free variables. The contrast in (un)grammaticality between (33) and (34) shows that manner phrases are only compatible with sentential subjects that contain a free event or situation variable. Respective subjects in (33a) and (33b) are ta xie 'he write' and ta bing 'he sick', which are of the event or situation type and hence bear a free situation or event variable. However, the subject tamen xiang 'they resemble' with an individual-level predicate in (34a) lacks an event or a situation variable. Hence, sentences like (33) and (34) support the SRMP.
Notice that (34b) differs from (34a) in the sense that the sentential subject in (34b) has a free individual variable introduced by the indefinite NP yigeren 'one-CL-person'. However, (34b) is still ill-formed. The ungrammaticality of (34b) indicates that the manner phrase henkuai 'very-fast' in (34b) is incompatible with a sentential subject that has a free individual variable. Hence, the ill-formedness of (34b) further supports our claim that secondary predicates represented by manner phrases strictly require sentential subjects of the situation or event type.
The interpretation condition
From the discussion in section 2, we know that, owing to its focus sensitivity, bu tends to attract focus, and thus, it does not necessarily combine with the adjacent element to its right. Hence, we can see that bu shows both a focus-negation tendency12 and an adjacency tendency, as given below.
VII. Two tendencies of negation:
Tendency 1: Negation of focus The negator bu associates with the focus of the sentence. Tendency 2: Adjacency tendency
The negator bu tends to negate the following word.
Tendency 2, the adjacency tendency, is in line with Huang's principle P and Ernst's restriction 1. Thus, Huang is right in claiming that combining bu with the adjacent verb may result in semantic anomaly. However, the analyses of Huang and Ernst turn out to be inadequate because they appeal to the clitic assumption and fail to take into account the effect of focus in Chinese negation. We claim that within the negation domain of bu there actually exist two tendencies in negation; namely, the association with focus and the adjacency tendency. They act complementarily to each other, and which tendency comes into play is governed by an interpretation condition (IC ), as stated below.
VIII. The interpretation condition (IC):
The negator bu associates with the focus if there is one to its right, and thus introduces a tripartite structure; otherwise it negates the adjacent word.
The IC consists of three major components: (1) focus negation of bu; (2) adjacency negation of bu; and (3) restriction of bu to its right elements. Concerning the division of labor between focus and adjacency negations, the IC indicates that focus negation always precedes the adjacency tendency and the latter will come into play only if there is no focus in the sentence. When there is a focus, bu, being a focus-sensitive operator, interprets with focus and triggers a tripartite structure, consisting of an operator, a restrictor, and a matrix (cf. Heim 1982) , or an operator, a background, and a focus in terms of the focus-background structure (cf. Rooth 1985) . This suggests a difference in scope-taking with bu taking scope over both the restrictor and the matrix. When there is no focus, bu only takes scope over its adjacent element with which it interprets. Moreover, the IC requires focus negation of bu be restricted to elements on its right, and this is supported by the interaction of bu with modals, quantifiers, and adjuncts. In section 2, we have already pointed out some sentences where the co-occurrence of bu with manner phrases is not restricted to conditional sentences (cf.
[13] to [21] ). In fact, these nonconditional sentences generally have a modal, a quantifier, or an adverb occurring to the left of bu. At first sight, the sentences in (13) through (21) may cause problems to our claim that bu is a focus-sensitive operator. Take (17) and (18) However, the meanings of (17∞) and (18∞) deviate from the original meanings of (17) and (18). This deviation in meaning is caused by the application of IC to the focus to the left of bu: since a focus exists in both (17) and (18), bu would interpret with the focus if there is no restriction ''to its right'' in the IC. This is equivalent to sentences (17∞) and (18∞) with bu interpreting with the focused neng and changchang. However, in the original sentences bu does not precede the modal in (17) or the quantifier in (18) and thus cannot have the meanings of (17∞) and (18∞), respectively, as suggested by the IC without the restriction ''to its right.'' The meaning of (17) (18) indicate that when quantifiers and modals, which occur to the left of bu at SS, are in focus, the IC would lead to a misinterpretation of the sentences in question if there is no restriction ''to its right'' in the IC.
Hence, examples like (17) and (18) suggest that bu can only negate (focused ) constituents to its right. This is in line with what Huang (1981) has argued, namely that the scope order of Chinese quantified sentences can be directly gleaned from their surface order. Under the generalization that bu can only negate the elements to its right, bu cannot negate the modal neng in (17) or the quantifier changchang in (18), since they both precede it.
Additional support for the generalization that bu can only negate elements on its right comes from the interaction of bu with locative adverbials (cf. (13), (14), and (35) are analogous to (17) and (18), and bu can only negate the elements to its right in these sentences. These sentences show that direct negation of bu with its preceding adjuncts zaijia 'at-home', guyi 'deliberately', and mingtian 'tomorrow', though they are in focus, is not possible, since this would again lead to semantic deviation, similar to (17) and (18). Hence, the interaction of adverbials with bu also supports the generalization that bu can only negate the elements to its right. From the above discussion, we thus conclude that bu can, and can only, negate an element occurring to its right, and this requirement is specified in our definition of IC.
Note that IC is very important in our account since it governs the interpretation of bu within its negation domain with either the focus or the adjacent element, which in turn affects the scope of bu. The interpretation results of the relevant sentences will determine whether the relevant manner phrase or perfective -le has wider or narrower scope with respect to bu (cf. section 4), which is crucial in determining the (un)grammaticality of the relevant negative sentences.
Explaining the facts
In sections 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3, we have shown that bu is an unselective binder, whereas perfective -le is a selective binder binding only situation or event variables, and manner phrases only select sentential subjects with a free event or situation variable. In section 3.4, we introduced the interpretation condition (IC ), which governs the interpretation of bu. With the help of the IC, scope interaction, and the nature of bu, perfective -le, and manner phrases, in this section, we will explain facts (i) and (ii) and the well-formedness of sentences with bu directly negating the verb.
Fact (i): *bu+V+le (cf. sentence [2c])
The ill-formedness of sentence (2c) can be explained by the IC and the scope interaction between perfective -le and bu. As there is no focus in (2c), bu will negate the adjacent verb chi 'eat'. Thus bu takes a narrow scope with respect to perfective -le, as shown in (36), and the semantic representation of (36) This is because bu, being a focus-sensitive operator, triggers a tripartite structure with suoyou 'all' filling the matrix and Zhangsan guyi ba P de lanpingguo dou reng-le 'Zhangsan deliberately BA P DE rotten-apple all throw-LE' the restrictor. This focus partition forces -le to take a narrow scope (either in the restrictor or in the matrix, and in this case the restrictor) with respect to bu, as illustrated in the following representation for the first clause of (12).
(38) bu {[Zhangsan guyi ba P de lanpingguo dou reng-le], P=suoyou} As seen from the above representation, perfective -le occurs in the restrictor and thus takes a narrow scope with respect to bu. Its event-based representation is given below. Reng(e) 9 Subject(e, Zhangsan) 9 Object(e, P de lanpingguo)]], P=suoyou} In (39), perfective -le can bind the event variable e, since bu takes a wider scope with respect to -le. The focus on suoyou 'all' introduces a set of alternatives, and such a focused element is represented as variable P in both (38) and (39). Since bu can bind this variable P, there is no violation of the PVB in (39), thus the grammaticality of (12).
Fact (ii): *bu+V+manner (cf. sentence [3b])
As for fact (ii), owing to the SRMP given in section 3.3, the secondary predicate represented by the manner phrase kuai 'fast' requires a sentential subject of an event or a situation type.14 Under our IC, when there is no focus, the adjacency tendency comes into play, which causes bu to directly negate the verb pao 'run', as shown in (40) below.
(40) kuai <ta bu-pao> As seen from (40), the fact that bu directly negates pao causes bu to take a narrow scope with respect to the manner phrase kuai 'fast'. Under this scopal relation between bu and the manner phrase, the unselective binder bu will bind the event variable e, turning the sentential subject ta bu pao 'he not run' into a proposition, that is, with no free event or situation variable in it. We can interpret (3b) as follows. (41) Hence, everything in the sentential subject ta bu-pao 'he not run' is closed, and it becomes a proposition. The predication of the manner phrase kuai with such a propositional sentential subject will violate the SRMP, as the sentential subject ta bu pao does not contain any free variable, let alone a free event or situation variable required by the predicate kuai. Hence, the manner phrase kuai cannot co-occur with bu in (3b).
However, similar problems would not appear in sentence (10), repeated below, as there is a focus in the sentence.
(10) Zuotian yaoshi ta bu pao-de name [kuai]f, jiu hui yesterday he if not run-DE that fast then will wu-le huoche. miss-LE train 'Yesterday, if he had not run that fast, he would have missed the train.'
As mentioned earlier, since the antecedent clause in (10) has its focus on the adjective kuai 'fast', a tripartite structure within this antecedent clause is triggered so that the presupposed part is ta pao de name P 'he run DE that P' with P indicating the position of the focus. Such a tripartite structure is represented as follows.
(42) bu <ta pao de name P, P=kuai>
The tripartite structure in (42) forces the manner phrase name P 'that P' to take a narrow scope with respect to bu, resulting in the following interpretation.
(43) Bu p [Degree (P(Pao(e) 9 Subject(e, ta)), name), P=kuai ]
The manner phrase name P in (43) takes a narrow scope with respect to bu, so it will combine with ta pao 'he run' first. Since bu does not bind the event variable of the sentential subject ta pao in such a case, the sentential subject is compatible with the selectional restriction of the manner phrase name P. Since bu can bind the variable P introduced by the focused element kuai, there is no violation of PVB. Hence, no semantic incompatibility would occur in (10).
From the above discussion, we can see that the (un)grammaticality of negative sentences is determined by the scope interaction of bu with either manner phrases or perfective -le. Direct negation of an event or a situation will turn the relevant sentence into a proposition with no free event or situation variable. This then not only prevents perfective -le from binding its required event or situation variable, leading to a violation of PVB, but also prevents manner phrases from taking their required sentential subject of the event or situation type, leading to semantic incompatibility. Hence, for the relevant sentences to be well-formed, manner phrases and perfective -le must take a narrower scope with respect to the negator, thus preventing bu from binding the event or situation variable first. The manner phrase can then select its required sentential subject, and perfective -le can bind its required event or situation variable, as desired.
You may recall that, in section 2, we assumed that bu does not negate its adjacent element, but the adjective kuai 'fast' in (10). In fact, for this sentence, the adjective is not the only element that bu can negate. When there is focus in the sentence, bu becomes a focus-sensitive operator, and it can negate any lexical element within its domain, which would then trigger different focus-background structures, as follows: (10) From the above, we can see that focus can be placed on any lexical element in the sentence by either stressing or contrasting that element. This is again consistent with what we claimed earlier: bu does not necessarily combine with its adjacent element, which further supports our claim that bu is a focus-sensitive operator. Notice that in all the readings above, the manner phrase takes a narrow scope with respect to bu and can thus select the right kind of subject.
Bu directly negates the verb
As mentioned in section 2, sentences can still be well-formed with bu directly negating the focused verb, as shown in (22), repeated below, and this sentence poses a direct challenge to Huang (1988) and Ernst (1995) , as they would predict it to be ungrammatical. We can employ the scope interaction between bu and the manner phrase to account for the grammaticality of (22). Since shuo 'say' is in focus, the background part Ta P de henkuai 'he P DE very fast' is presupposed, and the relevant representation is as follows.
(44) bu <Ta P de henkuai, P=shuo>.
Under such a representation, the manner phrase henkuai is forced to take a narrower scope with respect to bu, thus preventing bu from binding the event variable e first, as shown below.
(45) Bu p [Henkuai (P(e) 9 Subject(e, ta)), P=shuo]
As seen from (45), the manner phrase henkuai selects the sentential subject ta P 'he P' with a free event variable e. Since the focused verb shuo 'say' introduces a variable P and bu can bind such a variable, there is no violation of the PVB in (45). As a result, no semantic incompatibility would occur under such a case. This shows that, as long as there is a way to force the manner phrase to take a narrower scope with respect to bu, even though it is the verb that is negated, well-formed sentences can still be obtained, as exemplified by (22). The above discussion shows that with an appropriate focus, bu can actually co-occur with manner phrases and perfective -le, and it can even negate the verb directly, as long as the verb is in focus. All these support our analysis of bu being a focus-sensitive operator.
The association of focus with the assertion operator
In section 3.4, we discussed the interaction of bu with quantifiers, modals, and adjuncts and showed that the association of bu is restricted to elements to its right. This raises a question of binding focused elements to the left of bu. We think it is the other focus-sensitive operators, not bu, that associate with them. Following Jacobs (1988) , we assume that it is the assertion operator that connects with all focused elements to the left of bu if there is no other focus-sensitive operator available, as shown by (17) and (18), which are repeated below, and their relevant representations, given in (46) (46) ASSERT <Ta P bu shuo de name kuai, P=neng> (47) ASSERT <Ta P bu shuo de hen qingchu, P=changchang>
As seen from (46) and (47), the assertion operator triggers a focusbackground structure with modal neng 'can' and quantifier changchang 'often' being the foci and the rest of the clauses the restrictors. Since bu can only negate its right elements, according to the IC, it is not able to negate neng or changchang. Hence, no semantic deviation would occur. We can further explain the grammaticality of (17) and (18) by assuming the existence of a focus within VP, which triggers a second level of partition, forcing bu to take a wider scope with respect to the manner phrases name kuai 'that fast ' and henqingchu 'very clear' in (17) and (18), respectively. Hence, the PVB would not be violated.
An alternative way to explain such grammaticality is by placing the focus on bu.15 With bu in focus, we have the following representations.
(48) ASSERT <Ta neng P shuo de name kuai, P =bu> (49) ASSERT <Ta changchang P shuo de hen qingchu, P=bu>
Representations like (48) and (49) assume that the variable P does not combine with its adjacent element such that bu would not directly negate the verb shuo 'say'. Since bu does not negate the verb, the relevant event variable is free to be selected by the manner phrase, satisfying the selectional restriction of the manner phrase, as desired.
Besides the interaction of bu with modals, quantifiers, and adjuncts mentioned above, focused subjects may pose a possible problem to our IC. Since the subject is to the left of bu, negation of such an element by bu contradicts our IC that bu can only negate its right elements. We now show that we can still maintain the requirement in the IC that bu can only negate its right elements with the relevant focused subjects correctly interpreted.
Suppose that bu can directly negate the focused subject. We can adopt the VP-internal subject hypothesis (cf. Koopman and Sportiche 1985; Pollock 1989; Diesing 1990; Chomsky 1991; etc.) to help us avoid the problem mentioned above. Such a hypothesis assumes that the subject of a sentence is base-generated within the VP in the [Spec, VP] position and is subsequently raised at SS to the [Spec, IP] position. Hence, with the help of the VP-internal subject hypothesis, we can explain why bu can interpret with the focused subject, if we assume that bu can bind the trace left behind by the focused subject.
Alternatively, we can also assume that it is the assertion operator or other operator, not bu, that associates with the focused subject. (50) and (51) are a piece of evidence for the alternative analysis. Since it is not possible to associate bu with the subject when adverbs (zhongshi 'always' in [50] ) and modals (neng 'can' in [51] ) intervene between the subject and bu, sentences like (50) and (51) indicate that bu cannot associate with the subject after all. The representations of (50) and (51) are shown in (52) and (53), respectively.
(52) ASSERT <x zongshi bu lai shangke, x=Zhangsan> (53) QUEST <x neng bu lai shangke, x=Zhangsan> Hence, it is the assertion operator or other potential operators like the question operator in (53), but not the negator bu, that interprets with the focused subject. This again does not contradict the requirement in our IC that bu can only negate the elements to its right. Notice that, when there is no modal or adverb in the relevant sentence, no meaning difference can be detected for the above two analyses.
From the discussion we can see that the alternative analysis, namely that the focused subject is associated with the assertion operator, fares better than the VP-internal subject hypothesis. Hence, we can conclude that focused subjects do not cause any problem to our IC of bu, that is, it can only associate with elements to its right.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have argued against the clitic approach to the Chinese negator bu 'not' as advocated by Huang (1988) and Ernst (1995) , and for the focus-sensitive operator analysis of bu as proposed in this paper. The claim that bu is not a clitic-like element is supported by the following: (a) the negation of bu is not restricted by adjacency; (b) there is a possibility of bu co-occurring with perfective -le and manner phrases; and (c) sentences are found to be well-formed even with bu directly negating the focused verb.
We have proposed an interpretation condition (IC ) to interpret bu sentences. We have appealed to scope interaction and the facts that bu is an unselective binder, that manner phrases select only sentential subjects of the event or situation type, and that perfective -le binds only event or situation variables, to explain the following two facts: the incompatibility of bu with (i) perfective -le and (ii) manner phrases in the V-de construction. In our analysis, the negator bu associates with the focus if there is one to its right, and thus introduces a tripartite structure; otherwise it negates the adjacent word. V-de sentences employing the adjacency condition will result in ill-formed sentences since bu will bind the event or situation variable and thus prevent the relevant manner phrase from selecting the required sentential subject, violating the selectional restriction of manner phrases (SRMP). Moreover, by assuming that perfective -le takes a clausal scope (Pan 1993; Lin 1999) , we can further explain the incompatibility of bu with perfective -le. Since -le has scope over bu and bu negates the adjacent verb when there is no focus, this prevents the perfective -le from binding the required event or situation variable, violating the prohibition against vacuous binding (PVB). However, if there is a focus, bu, being a focus-sensitive operator, will trigger a tripartite structure, causing -le or the manner phrase to take a narrower scope (clausal scope) with respect to bu. As bu does not combine with the verb first, there is a free event or situation variable for perfective -le to bind, and a sentential subject with a free event or situation variable for the manner phrase to predicate over. Thus, under such cases, both perfective -le and manner phrases can co-occur with bu.
Focus plays an essential role in our account, as it can improve the grammaticality of ill-formed negative sentences. With an appropriate focus, bu, as a focus-sensitive operator, induces a tripartite structure consisting of itself (the operator), a focus (the matrix), and a background (the restrictor). Such a tripartite structure then makes bu take a relatively wider scope, causing the manner phrase and perfective -le to be either in the restrictive clause or in the matrix clause. Hence, the tripartite structure will always guarantee the combination of such a manner phrase and perfective -le with the verb first, that is, binding the required event or situation variable or having the required sentential subject of an event or a situation type, avoiding any violation of PVB or SRMP.
In addition to faring better than Huang's and Ernst's analyses in accounting for the properties of bu sentences in Chinese, our analysis is also simpler, as it does not hypothesize bu as a clitic-like element. Moreover, it has cross-linguistic support since negators are widely considered as elements attracting focus. (Shen 1984; Qian 1990; Xu and Li 1993; etc.) . It is claimed that the negated element should always be the focus of negation that provides new information to the reader/hearer. However, these studies did not attempt to use the concept of focus to account for the above-mentioned two facts. Therefore, having conducted an in-depth study, we hope that our analysis can present a more complete picture of the negator bu and its association with focus. 2. Bounded situations such as achievements and accomplishments are telic and bear inherent final endpoints. According to Vendler (1967) , there are four types of verbs, namely stative, activity, accomplishment, and achievement. Smith (1997) f (in italics) is used for focused elements throughout this paper. Unless otherwise specified, ''focus'' throughout this paper refers to ''contrastive focus'' only, and it does not include presentational focus, as described in Rochemont (1986) , etc. 4. ''SFP'' stands for ''sentence-final particle.'' 5. Examples given in (13) through (21) contain no contrastive focus, which are different from (11), (12), and some other sentences in this paper, which bear contrastive foci, although all these sentences may have a presentational focus, according to Rochemont (1986) , etc. 6. Example (13) is cited from Jiang and Pan (1998) . 7. Focus negations involved in (25a) through (25c) are all constituent negations, since bu is associated with the relevant contrastively focused constituents in these sentences. Unlike (25a)-(25c), the negation in (25d ) is a sentential one, since the negator bu itself is in focus, leading to a polar contrast. 8. Krifka (1991) claims that a focus operator always has the narrowest possible scope.
Based on such a claim, a reviewer points out that the semantic scope of the negation in (25a)-(25d ) must be restricted to the closest minimal constituent to its right. Krifka's claim is correct, but this only indicates a preference, which can be regulated by the syntactic properties of different focus operators. In the case of bu, since it is an adverbial, it is restricted to a preverbal position, and thus, it cannot be placed before the object NP (cf.
[25b]), even though it negates it. 9. The ill-formedness of (30) can also be accounted for in terms of ''Aktionsart,'' as suggested by an anonymous reviewer. Verbs like xiang 'resemble' and xihuan 'like' in (30) are regarded as stative verbs under the studies of verb classification and situation types by Vendler (1967) , Comrie (1976) , Smith (1997) , etc., and one can explain the ungrammatical sentences like (30) by appealing to the incompatibility between stative verbs and perfective -le. However, the stative and event distinction cannot explain why (29c) is grammatical. Hence, our event/situation variable-based analysis fares better here. 10. Parsons (1990) classifies modifiers into five subcategories: speech-act modifiers, sentence modifiers, subject-oriented modifiers, VP modifiers, and others. 11. The theory of underlying events is one alternative to the study of the semantics of the VP modifiers or manner phrases, which is adopted in this paper. Other alternatives include (1) unanalyzed predicates, (2) meaning postulates, (3) many-place predicates, and (4) operators. As for the details of these alternatives, please see Parsons (1990: 50-58) . 12. This is the general tendency of focus-sensitivity operators since they tend to occur as close to focus as possible (cf. Jacobs 1983; Kratzer 1991; Krifka 1991; etc.) . 13. Regarding semantic representation (36), one reviewer points out a related example, Ji bu-chi le 'chicken not-eat LE' which shares a similar representation to (36) but is well formed. We think that the -le in Ji bu-chi le is in fact the sentence-final -le (-le 2 ) not the perfective or verbal -le (-le 1 ). Unlike perfective -le, which is a selective binder of situation variables, sentence-final -le is an unselective binder and does not require a situation or an event variable. This is supported by its compatibility with both stative and eventive predicates, like Zhangsan xihuan kanshu -le 'Zhangsan like read-books LE', and Xiaoli daqiu -le 'Xiaoli play-ball LE', respectively. Hence, the compatibility of -le with bu in Ji bu-chi -le has nothing to do with the issue we are discussing here, since this paper does not deal with -le 2 , but -le 1 . 14. We follow Huang (1988) and treat the manner phrase in the V-de construction as a secondary predicate that predicates over a sentential subject. 15. All focus negations are constituent negations. However, when bu itself is in focus, it will trigger a polar contrast, making the relevant negation a sentential one.
